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de l'eau, de p6trole,et de gaz 6manantdes puits en
decalculerl'6tatdela pression
production,il estpossible
gdochimique
aumoyendu logicieli caractbre
du r6servoir
Two observationsform the basis for a calcite-based SOLMINEQ.88.Nous illustronsI'utilisationde ce
CO2 reservoirgeobarometer:1) Unconsolidatedsand or
du
g6obaromdtre
en calculantla variationde la pression
sandstonereservoirsoften produceabnormal amountsof
i6servoiravecle tempsau coursd'unestimulationavec
CO, from the breakdown of carbonateminerals during la vapeuret d'uner6cup6ration
par la pression
assist6e
theimally enhancedoil recovery.2) Calcite is one of the de la vapeur.
present,
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chemistry of the resenoir fluids are known. Reservoir
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This temperature
chemistry and measurementsof the relative massesof
In slow-flowing geothermalsystems,the proporproduced water, oil and gas from production wells and tion of CO2 is known to be controlled by mineral
entered into the geochemicalcode SOLMINEQ.88 to
equilibria (Giggenbach 1980, 1981' Arndrsson
calculate the reservoir pressure. Use of the calcite 1985,1986,Arn6rsson& Gunnlaugsson1985)by
geobarometer is illustrated by calculating teservoir
form: plagioclase+ CO2 = clay
pressuretrends with time during steam stimulation and reactionsof the
rates increasein a reservoiras a
If
flow
+
calcite.
steam-driverecovery.
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SoutrletnE
Le gdobaromdtrefond€ sur la calcite, utilise pour
6valuerla pressiondu CO2 dansun r6servoir,reposesur
deux observations: l) Le sable non consolidd ou les
r6servoirssitu€s dans les grbs produisent assezcouramment desproportionsanomalesde CO2par d6stabilisation
des carbonatespendant la r€cup6rationthermiquement
assist€edu p6trole. 2) La calcite est un des min6raux les
plus r6actifs danscesr6servoirs.Elle est toujours prds de
l'6quilibre en pr6sencedes fluides produits. Le g€obarom0tre est fond6 sur 1'6quilibrecalcite + 2H* -- Ca"'
+ H2O + CO2. Il peut servir i estimerla pressionde la
phase fluide dans un rdservoir si la temperature et la
compositionde ce fluide sont connus.La tempdraturedu
r6servoir peut etre 6valu6ei partir du g€othermomdtre
fond6 sur la silice. A la lumidre de ce param0tre,de la
composition du fluide, et des massesrelativesmesur6es
* Alberta ResearchCouncil contribution 2026.

result of an increase in permeability or drive
pressure or if mixing of fluids occurs' disequilibrium may prevail; then only the more rapidly
reacting mineral phases such as calcite will
approach equilibrium with the fluids. Reactions
involving other minerals, such as the above
reaction, will be out of equilibrium and cannot be
used as a CO2 geobarometer. Then COz
geobarometersmust be basedon reactionsof the
form: calcite + 2H+ = C** + H2o + Co2.
thermal
Most production wells in steam-assisted
recovery of oil also produce gas' a significant
amount of which is CO2. Until recently, most of
the CO2 produced during this process was considered to originate either from aquathermolysis
(Hyne et ql. 1984,Hyne 1986)or to have already
been present in the reservoir. Many of these
reservoirscontain carbonateminerals,which react
rapidly (Gunter & Bfud 1988,Talman et al. 1990)
with reservoir fluids comparedto silicate minerals
at the elevatedtemperaturesimposed by contact
with steam. Cathleset al. (1987)and Hutcheon el
r3Cisotopesignatureof
at. (1990)make use of the
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FIc. l. Reservoirtemperatureversusmole fraction CO2 in the reservoirgas.Note
that there is a critical maximum mole fraction of CHa (indicatedby solid line),
which decreaseswith increasing temperature. CO2, CHa and water vapor
representmore than 9890of the gas fraction.

calciteto arguethat the majority of CO2produced
in steam flooding originates from the breakdown
of carbonate minerals. A consequenceof this
breakdown is that CHo, which is a dominant
gaseous component of many oil reservoirs,
decreaseswith respectto CO, as the temperature
of the reservoirincreases(Fig. l). Most reservoirs
containing carbonate minerals become gassaturatedduring the heating of the reservoir and
accompanying breakdown of the carbonate
minerals. At high temperatures, the CO2 component typically is greater than 9090 for steamheated reservoirscontaining calcite (Fig. l). The
CO2 releaseddissolvesin the water and oil, and
also forms a separatevapor phasethat can enhance
oil recovery through a solution-drive mechanism.
If equilibrium has been establishedbetween the
fluids and carbonatemineralsin the reservoir,and
if this condition can be quantitatively described,
the reservoir pressurecan be estimated.Chemical
data on the water and gas produced, the tubular
and annulusflow from the production well and the
reservoir temperatureare neededfor the calculation. In this paper, such a method is outlined to

determine trends in reservoir pressures during
thermally enhancedoil recovery(EOR).
DATA COLLECTION

The fluids at the productionwell are produced
in two streams(Fig. 2). Each well consistsof two
concentricpipes.The inner pipe is calledthe tubing
string and typically contains a sucker rod pump.
The larger-diameterouter pipe is calledthe annulus.
The gas separatesfrom the liquids as the reservoir
fluids enter the well through the perforations
locatedabovethe bottom of the productionwell.
During production, noncondensiblegases(normar
ly CO2 and CHa) and steam propagate naturally
upward through the annulus; liquid water and oil
either flow or are pumped downward from the
perforations, upward through the pump and the
tubing string to the surface. The hot liquids from
the tubing string are sampled on the surface at
wellhead temperature and pressure;several pore
volumes of fluid are made to flow through a
stainlesssteel sampling cylinder, which allows all
the drop in pressureto take place across the
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Frc. 2. Wellheadcross-section
showingannulusand tubing for a cyclicsteamwell
in production mode. Annulus casingis perforated (indicatedby stackeddashes)
in payzoneto allow oil to flow into the well. The distancefrom the reservoir
to the wellheadfor the samplesdiscussedhere rangesfrom 0.2 to 0.5 km.

reservoirin order to solve for calcitesaturation. A
critical measurementin the chemicalanalysisof the
quenchedwater producedfrom the tubing string is
the pH at which the TIC (total inorganic carbon)
or alkalinity is measured.The alkalinity titration is
done in the field as soon as the samplehas cooled,
whereasthe TIC analysisis done up to severaldays
later at our permanent laboratory site. The
alkalinity titration must be carried out to include
the effect of organic acids (Carothers& Kharaka
1978,Willey et al. 1975).The lab pH taken at the
time of the TIC measurementis usuallyhigherthan
the field pH taken at the start of the alkalinity
titration (Fig. 3). This differencein pH is attributed
to escape of CO2. Our standard procedure to
correct for the lost CO, is to use the geochemical
computer code SOLMINEQ.8S (Kharaka et al.
1988) to numerically titrate in enough CO2 to
MsrHop or Celculerrox
reduce the lab pH to the field pH. Then the
used
It is necessaryto numerically recombine the completeresults of the chemicalanalysisare
The
alkalinity.
to
calculate
SOLMINEQ.88
in
fluids producedfrom the annulusand tubing string
measured
to
the
compared
is
alkalinity
calculated
in
equilibrium
conditions
the
to simulate the

regulating valve at the downstream end of the
cylinder. The noncondensiblegasesare sampled
from the annulus through a train containing a
condensingcoil, a coalescingfilter and aluminum
sampling cylinder or Teflon sampling bag. The
liquid flow in the tubing is split into an oil and
water component;their ratio is normally measured
by the oil company by periodically diverting the
flow to a test separator.The gasflow in the annulus
is measured by inserting an orifice plate and
differential pressurecell in the annulus line at the
wellhead. Samples collected are separated and
treated in the field; unstablechemicalcomponents
are analyzedor preservedfor analysisin the main
laboratories (Lico et ol. 1982, Hull el al. 1984,
Gunter & Bird 1989).
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The methane and carbon dioxide produced from
the annulusare solublein both the oil and the water
in the reservoir. Using the Henry Law constanrs
for thesegases(and any other gasessuch as HrS
I
that may be present in significant quantities) in
water and oil, and the relative massesof produced
h{
water, oil and noncondensiblegases,the annulus
g
gasesare numerically titrated back into the warer
and oil until the SI of calcite is equal to zero.
o7
6
P(H2O)is fixed during titration and is equal to the
Fl
water vapor pressureat saturation at the reservoir
temperature.P(CO, and P(CHr) increaseas the
titration progresses.The calculatedreservoirpressure is equal to the sum of P(CO) + P(CH, +
P(HrO) at a calcite SI of zero. If other gas
components, such as H2S, are important, they
would haveto be includedin the pressureequation.
As a very rough rule of thumb for reservoirsless
than 500 meters deep, the SI of calcite changes
approximately0.1 SI units for every 5 bars change
Field pH
Fto. 3. Comparison
of field pH andlab pH for wellhead in CO2 pressure at a fixed temperature. The
samplesof hot waterproducedfrom a steam-drive calculation is very sensitiveto errors in measurereservoir.Circleswould fall on 45" line for exact ment of the quenchpH and in estimatesof reservoir
agreement.
Symbolsizeexceeds
temperature.An error of one half of a pH unit or
measurement
enor.
25oCshiftsthe calculatedSI by approximately0.6.

o
%
oo o9

o

alkalinity. This and charge balanceare used as a
measureof the correctnessof the chemicalanalvsis.
a procedure advocaredby Merino (1979). Th;
correctedvalue for TIC is an estimateof the TIC
in the tubing string at the wellhead.Sincethere are
gradientsin temperatureand pressurebetweenthe
sandfaceand the wellhead,someCO, has beenlosr
from the water as it travels up the tubing string to
the surface. This amount cannot be correctedfor
easily, but can be ignored as long as the mass of
CO2producedup the annulusis significantlylarger.
Generallythis is true for gas-saturatedreservoirs.
Calcite is assumed to be present and in
equilibrium with the fluids in the reservoir. The
fluid sampled at the wellhead of the oroduction
well reflectsthat equilibrium. precipitation of any
scale minerals in the wellbore is assumednot to
occur or is small relativeto the total massof fluid.
Reservoirconditions are simulatedby recombining
the annulus CO2 with the tubular water using the
temperature of the reservoir calculated from
calibrated geothermometers(Kharaka & Mariner
1988).These calculationsare done stepwiseusing
SOLMINEQ.88 (Perkins & Gunrer 1989, perkins
et al. 1990)in the following manner.The Saturation
Index (SI is the logarithm of the ratio of the activity
product or reaction quotient, Q, to the equilibrium
constant,K) of calciteis determinedat the reservoir
temperatureusingthe reservoirtemperatureand the
tubing-string-producedwater analysis.The SI will
be positive owing to loss of CO2 up the annulus.

EFFECT
oF GASSarunaTloN
oN THEGEoBARoMETER
Two casesare distinguishedin the calculationof
reservoirpressure:l) gas-saturated(1.e.,a free gas
phase exists), and 2) gas-undersaturated(1.e., no
gas phase exists). Existence of a free gas phase
under reservoirconditionsis illustrated by the solid
line in Figure 4 for a two-component gas phase,
CO2 and H2O, for the following composition of
water producedfrom a steamedreservoir;reservoir
temperature:l40oc, field pH: 6.97,lab pH: 7.50,
(the following concentrations, derived from a
chemicalanalysis,are in ppm) Na 4600,K 120,Ca
130,Mg 76, Fe 1.0,Sr 4.6, Ba 2.1, C17090,Br 86,
so4 58, TIC 340, SiOz220, B 100,NH3 160,and
alkalinity (asppm HCO3) 1570.The SI - Reservoir
Pressurecurve has a steepslope, which decreases
toward lower values of SI. If the system passes
from gas-saturatedat the wellhead to gas-undersaturated in the reservoir, the SI - Reservoir
Pressurecurve falls on the gas-saturatedcurve at
higher valuesof SI and abruptly changesto a slope
close to zero when the free-standing gas phase
disappearsat lower values of SI (Fig. 4, dotted
line). At this point, all of the available CO, has
been dissolvedin the warer and oil. The comlosition of the water does not change with further
increasein pressure.Only as long as a gas phase
existswill the SI remain very sensitiveto pressure.
Consequently,the geobarometerbecomesinsensi-
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to gas-undersaturated
Dressureeffect on the SI is much smaller for the undersaturatedcase.

tive for the undersaturated case and is inappropriate for use. Since the calculation always
starts with excessgas (i.e., the saturatedstate), a
minimum reservoir pressure can always be estimated. It is the pressureobtainedby extrapolating
the gas-saturatedportion of the SI - Reservoir
Pressurecurve to an SI of zero.
Eprecr oF GASCoMPoSITION
ON THE GEOBAROMETER

The SI of calcite is not sensitiveto P(CH,, as
aqueousCHo is inert and does not affect the pH.
The only effect of CHo is to increasethe total fluid
pressure. For a given composition of water,
reservoirpressureand temperature,the valueof the
SI dependsonly on the ratio of CO2to CH4 in the
gas phase, and is independent of the absolute
number of moles of gas present. Consequently,a
SI - ReservoirPressureplot can be contoured for
mole fraction COz (solid sloping lines) in the gas
phaseand P(CO, (horizontaldotted lines),as done
in Figure 5a for eachunique compositionof water.
In these plots, lines of constant SI or zero slope
are lines of constant P(CO). The P(CO) isobars

are intersectedby the steeply sloping CO2-CH4
contours. Thesecontours evolve from the caseof
lowest pressure (i.e., pure CO) to successively
higher pressuresas the mole fraction of CHa
If a compositionof the gasphaseis not
increases.
available, the calculation can be made with the
assumption that no CHa is present; a minimum
reservoir pressurethus will be estimated. CHa is
less soluble than CO2 in the aqueousphase, but
approachesthe solubility of Co2 in bitumen at
higher temperatures(Fie. 6), Consequently, for
equivalent amounts of CO2 and CHo in the gas
phase,lessCHawill dissolvein the liquids,and the
mole fraction of CO, in the gasphasewill decrease
as the numericaltitration of gasproceedsto higher
pressures.Hence on Figure 5a, the gas-titration
curves for a changing mole fraction of CO2 will
have shallowerslopesthan the illustrated contours
of constantmole fraction of CO2. The pressureof
CHa canbe estimatedin Figure5a from the distance
in bars along the constant P(COt isobar to the
desiredconstant mole fraction of COr. The effect
of CHo content in the gas phaseon the estimateof
SI is lessthan one might expect;a differencein SI
of approximately 0.3 is calculatedin going from
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zeroCHato equalmolar amountsof CHaand COr.
This changecorrespondsto a doubling of reservoir
pressure. Oil acts as an additional sink for the
gases.The presenceof oil has no effect on the
titration curve if the amount of CH. is very small
(or nil), and a substantialexcessof gas exists.
The calculations are more complex if H2S is
present.HrS is very solublein water and dissociates
readily in basic solutionsreleasingprotons, affecting the carbonateequilibria. However,geochemical
codes such as SOLMINEQ.88 can model the
combinedeffects of H2S, CH4 and CO, on the

The procedurefor inclusion
calcitegeobarometer.
of H2S is exactly the sameas for CO, and CHa.
Errucr oF CALcrrE CoMPoSITIoN
ON THE GEOBAROMETER

A changein the compositionof the calcite(e.9.,
Fe, Mg, Mn and Sr can replaceCa) controlling the
fluid equilibrium also will affect the calculated
reservoir-pressure.The effect of solid solution is
easy to correct for, as can be seen from the
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expressionfor SI for the reaction Calcite + 2H*
= Ca2+ + H2o + Co2:
SI : loe(Q/K)
: losa(Ca2*) + loga(H2O) + logP(CO) loga(Calcite)+ 2pH - loe(K)
The line for SI equals zero is equivalent to an
a(Calcite)of 1.0 U.e.,loga(Calcite): 0l on Figure
5a; if a(Calcite)equals0.8, [i.e., loga(Calcite)=
-0.11,the SI of zero conditionshifts to SI = -0.1
on Figure 5a. Consequently,the activity of the
CaCO3componentin the carbonatesolid-solution
[i.e., a(Calcite)] can be substituteddirectly for SI
on the SI - ReservoirPlot. Figure 5b, an a(Calcite)
- ReservoirPressureplot, is a duplicate of Figure
5a, exceptthat the ordinate has been replacedby
loga(Calcite),and SI is a constantequal to zero.

Furthermore, the rapid dissolution of calcite
relativeto the silicatesat elevatedtemperaturesand
its reaction with the silicate phases commonly
preventthe silicatephasesfrom saturatingthe fluid
until the production of CO2 has slowed down. If
the appropriate silicate mineralogy to provide a
source of acid does not exist, then production of
inorganic CO, will be small. In this case,organic
CO2 formed by aquathermolysismay dominate.
The source of the CO2 is not critical to the
calculation,but regardlessof source,the CO2must
establishequilibrium with calcitein the reservoirif
the calcite geobarometer is to be applied. A
residencetime of days for the fluid in the reservoir
normally is a sufficiently long period for equilibrium to be attained with calcite.

ASSUMPTION oF EQUILIBRIUM WITH CALCITE

RESERVOIR TEMPERATURES

A packetof fluid has a residencetime of days
to months in the reservoir, but only minutes to
hours in the wellbore during production. The
wellbore is a severe environment, going from
reservoir conditions to surface conditions over
severalhundred meters. Rapid drops in pressure
can cause boiling off of CO2 and (potentially)
precipitation of calcite, which is partially offset by
the increasedsolubility of calciteat lower temperature. Modification of the fluid by formation of a
calcite scalein the wellbore will lead to incorrect
assumptionsabout the compositionsof the reservoir fluid based on the chemical composition of
the fluids collectedat the wellhead.The experience
gained, after severalyearsof recoveryfrom an oil
reservoir,should be usedto identify wells that are
active scalers. In the absenceof such historical
data, simple calculationscan be made to estimate
a well's scalingpotential, and to find out whether
formation of a small amount of scalewill alter the
chemistryof the production water enoughto affect
the geobarometrycalculation.For example, 100
grams of calcite scale will form per day if the
dissolved calcium drops I ppm between the
wellheadand the reservoirin a typical well with a
production rate of 50 cubic meters per day. This
would amount to 36 kg of calcite scaleforming in
a year, which normally would certainly restrict if
not halt production. Such wells should be avoided
when sampling for the purpose of calcite
geobarometry.
Equilibrium may not be establishedbetweenthe
carbonate and silicate minerals in the reservoir.
Gunter & Bird (1988)haveshownthat production
of large amounts of inorganic CO, requires the
reaction of silicate with carbonate minerals. The
silicatemineralssupply the acid necessaryto break
down the carbonateminerals and releasethe CO..

Extrapolation of wellheadtemperaturesto reservoir temperaturesby an accountof heat lossesand
boiling in the wellbore has not been successful,
owing to the presence of large gradients in
temperature. Temperatures measured aI the
sandface by thermocouples are much closer to
reservoir temperaturesbut are usually not available. Silica geothermometers have been used
extensivelyto estimatetemperaturesof geothermal
reservoirs(Fournier 1981, 1985).Application to
thermally stimulated oil reservoirshas shown that
the dissolvedsilica in the producedwater increases
with wellheadtemperatureand is generallycloseto
being in equilibrium with one of the silica
polymorphs at temperaturesabove l00oC. In
Figure 7, the fluids produced from ten different
wells on steam drive in a single oil reservoir were
sampled on the same day, and their wellhead
temperatures and geothermometer temperatures
plotted. The reservoir temperatures(predicted by
the silica geothermometer)are approximately80'C
higher than the wellhead temperatures(measured
with a thermocouple).Seyer& Langdon (1990)
to
comparedthe predictionsof geothermometers
directly measured bottomhole temperaturesand
found that silica geothermometersgave the best
estimatesunder stable conditions of production,
generally being within 20'C of the measured
temperatureof the reservoir.
The correct form of the silica geothermometer
must be used for each reservoir if reasonable
estimatesof temperature are required. Figure 8
showsthe large errors involved if the quartz form
of the silica geothermometeris used where the
concentrationof dissolvedsilica in the reservoiris
controlledby a more solublepolymorph of silica.
For example, the use of quartz solubility to
calculate reservoir temperature will result in an
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200

with temperaof all the silicapolymorphsincreases
ture.
The silica geothermometersused for the two
L
reservoirs discussedlater were calibrated over a
+l
range of temperaturesin a series of dissolution
d
150
!
experimentsin an autoclave using the reservoir
q)
A
sandsand appropriate simulatedformation-fluids.
These results were extrapolated back to the
E
o
water/rock ratios in the reservoirs to estimate
F
minimum residencetimes of the fluid required to
100
l.
achieve equilibrium with respect to silica. At
o
temperaturesgreater than l00oC, a minimum
!
residencetime of I day is necessaryto reach a
!)
w
steady-stateconcentration of silica close to equi!)
librium for the two reservoirs investigated.
50
60
20
40
80
100
Residence time of the fluid in steam-based
enhancedoil recovery (EOR) is normally one to
ITellhead Temperature oC two orders of magnitude greater, a condition
successto usethe silicageothermometers
Ftc. 7. Reservoirtemperaturepredicted from the silica necessary
geothermometercompared to wellhead temperature fully.
o

measuredby thermocouple.Solid line drawn through
data indicates an approximate temperatureshift of
+80oC between the surface wellhead and the
reservoir.

TRENDS IN RESERVOIR TTUPENATUNT
AND PRESSURT IN EOR

Steam-assistedthermal recovery is a common
techniqueused to recover viscous oil from heavy
500
oil and tar sand reservoirsthroughout the world.
The steamheats the oil and lowers its viscosity iz
o
sffa so that it can flow from the reservoir to the
250
o
surface.Processconditionsrangefrom 13MPa and
L
330oCto surfacetemperaturesand pressures.In
+,
200
highly viscous oils, the first phase of reservoir
d
tr
exploitation is to establisha communicationpath
o
A 1s0
betweenthe injection and production well. This is
normally done by injecting steam and producing
q)
F
from the samewell after a suitablesoakingperiod;
100
N
this is a process called steam stimulation, or
lr
huf'n'puf, or cyclic steam. Once the steam chests
6
50
of two huf'n'puf wellsintersect,a communication
@
path is established.When this occurs, the process
is changedto steam drive by placing one well on
0
0
s 0 1 0 0 1 5 0 2 0 0 2 5 0 5 0 0 continuousproduction and the other on conlinuous
injection. The steamnot only actsasthe heatsource
Correct Temperature "C
but also pushesthe oil to the productionwell.
(after Fournier l98l);
Ftc. 8. Silica geothermometers
The successof a thermal EOR (enhancedoil
predicted temperature compared to quartz-based recovery)operationdependson minimization of the
temperature.Quartz-basedtemperatureis basedon a amount of steaminjected per unit of oil recovered
match of the temperatureof quartz saturation to the
and maximization of contact of steamwith the oil
measureddissolvedsilica produced from a reservoir
latter is determinedby a prior
and is only correctif quartz controlsthe concentration in the reservoir.The
knowledge of the distribution of the oil in the
of dissolvedsilicain the reservoir.
reservoir and by actively monitoring the distribution of heat in the reservoir. Heat distribution is
estimate that is approximately 125'C too high if
determinedby observationwells, geophysicaland
amorphous silica is the solid phase controlling the
geochemical monitoring. Geophysical methods
levels of dissolved silica in the reservoir fluids. The
include ground leveling, 3-D seismicand temperatemperature trends can still be predicted correctly
ture profiling of wells, whereas geochemical
using the wrong polymorph because the solubility
methods include tracers and geothermometers
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(Gunter et al. 1989). Geothermometersand
geobarometersare the cheapesttools to implement
in sucha surveillanceprogram. Geobarometers,to
our knowledge, have not been developedfor or
applied to EOR previously.
Monitoring of temperatureand pressuretrends
in the reservoir can be used to detect changesin
the position of the steamfront relative to the wells
being monitored. The observed patterns are
different for steamdrive and for cyclic steamwells.
Typically in a steam drive, the temperature and
pressure vary slowly with time (a variation of
approximately lZ"C and l0 bars over a six-month
monitoring period is typical: Fig. 9a) and show no
regular trends unlessinjection and production are
controlled by operator intervention in adjacent
injection or production wells. In cyclic steam(Fig.
9b), there are well-definedpatternsin temperature
and pressure.When the well goesinto production,
the temperature and pressuresteadily drop. The
temperature at the sandface measured by a
downholethermocoupleduring production usually
starts out above the reservoir temperature (as
predicted by the silica geothermometer)and then
drops below it as the well moves further into the
production cycle (Gunter & Bird 1989).Near the
end of the cycle, the temperatureand pressurein
the reservoir remain relatively constant. In some
cases,the temperatureremains constant, but the
pressure increases.This pattern can usually be
attributed to an adjacentwell beingplacedon steam
injection, with the accompanyingpressureincrease
beingtransmittedto nearbyproduction wells. With
continued injection, some of the injected water

would arrive at the production wells, and a
correspondingincreasein temperature would be
seen.When injection is stopped and the injection
well is turned around to production, the nearby
wellsthat are alreadyon production will experience
pressureand temperaturedecreases.
In the example
of cyclic steam shown in Figure 9b, where four
sampleswere taken over a period of four months
from a production well, this processis seen.When
the first samplewas taken, the reservoir temperature and pressurewere l8loC and ll bars. The
pressureincreasedto 28 bars, but the temperature
dropped4oC wheninjection wasstartedin a nearby
well; this was followed by a temperatureincrease
of 5oC and a further pressureincreaseof 26 bars
to 54 bars when someof the injected fluid reached
the production well. When the injection well was
turned off, the production well saw a drop in
pressureand temperatureto 28 bars and l78oC, as
illustrated in Figure 9b. In the absenceof other
active injectors, this production well should revert
to a normal cooling trend in the future. Such
information can be combined with geochemical
tracers to help assess reservoir sweep during
thermally enhancedoil recovery.
CoNcLUSIoNS
The application of the calcite geobarometerto
estimate reservoir pressuresrelies heavily on the
establishmentof equilibrium betweenthe reservoir
fluid, calcite and the mineral used as a geothermometer, and the lack of modifications in the
compositionof the reservoirfluid before sampling.
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Flc. 9. Plot of reservoirtemperatureyerslrsreservoirpressurefor a) a steam-driveproduction well over a six-month
period and b) a cyclic steam well on production (lines joining points indicate relative time of sampling),
Temperatureswere estimatedfrom a silica geothermometer,and pressures,from the calcite geobarometer.
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Geothermometry
is suspectbelow 100"Cowing to
kinetics, and other more direct methodsshould be
usedwhereavailable.Experimentsare usefulto test
the calibration of a specific geothermometer.
will predict the correct
Generally,geothermometers
trendsin temperatureevenif the absolutetemperatures are in error; then they can be usedto predict
pressuretrends through the calcite geobarometer.
The slower reaction-kinetics among silicates at
lower temperaturesalso may allow biogenically
formed COr or that formed from reduction of
sulfate by CHo to be more important than CO2
generated from decomposition of carbonate
minerals. We must emphasizethat the source of
the CO2 is irrelevant as long as the CO2 formed
establishesan equilibrium with calcite. The EOR
examplesdiscussedpreviously were from shallow
reservoirs,less than 0.5 km deep; times for
ascensionof the fluid from the reservoir to the
surface for deeper or more slowly flowing wells
may allow the fluid composition to be altered
significantly. Care must be taken to assessthe
importance of these changes, and to evaluate
whether a reconstructionof the fluid composition
as it exitedthe reservoiris possible.In the example
discussedin this paper, separategas streamsand
liquid streamswereavailablefor analysis;if the gas
and liquid are contained in a single stream, some
means must be found to take a representative
sampleso that the relative massesof gasand liquid
can be determined.If it is known that the reservoir
is gas-saturated,this restriction can be relaxed
somewhatdependingon the relative mass of the
free gas phase.

producedwater are known, the compositionof the
gas can be determined by assumingcalcite equilibrium at the reservoirtemperature.
Other applications need testing. Different carbonate minerals(e.9., siderite,dolomite, ankerite
or any combination thereof) may control the CO2
equilibria in other reservoirs. The equilibrium
relationshipsmay be calculatedif data are available
by experiment.In sourgasreservoirs,
or established
H2Sdominatesthe gasfraction, but thesereservoirs
also are a target for use of the carbonate
geobarometer.More general applications of carbonate geobarometersthroughout geothermal or
sedimentarybasinsmay be possible.The calcite
geobarometerhas beenshown to be useful herefor
thermal EOR; potentially it may have a much
broader value in helping to define physical
conditions within the earth's crust.
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